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Abstract. Named Entity Recognition (NER), search, classification, and tagging 

of names and name like frequent informational elements in texts, has become a 

standard information extraction procedure for textual data. NER has been ap-

plied to many types of texts and different types of entities: newspapers, fiction, 

historical records, persons, locations, chemical compounds, protein families, an-

imals etc. Performance of a NER system is usually quite heavily genre and do-

main dependent. Entity categories used in NER may also vary. The most used 

set of named entity categories is usually some version of three partite categori-

zation of locations, persons, and organizations. 

In this paper we report evaluation results with data extracted from a digitized 

Finnish historical newspaper collection Digi using two statistical NER systems, 

namely, Stanford Named Entity Recognizer and LSTM-CRF NER model. The 

OCRed newspaper collection has lots of OCR errors; its estimated word level 

correctness is about 70–75%. Our NER evaluation collection and training data 

are based on ca. 500 000 words which have been manually corrected from OCR 

output of ABBYY FineReader 11. We have also available evaluation data of 

new uncorrected OCR output of Tesseract 3.04.01.  

Our Stanford NER results are mostly satisfactory. With our ground truth data 

we achieve F-score of 0.89 with locations and 0.84 with persons. With organi-

zations the result is 0.60. With re-OCRed Tesseract output the results are 

0.79, 0.72, and 0.42, respectively. Results of LSTM-CRF are similar.  

Keywords: Named Entity Recognition, Evaluation, Historical Newspapers,
Finnish, OCR Data.

Introduction 

The National Library of Finland has digitized and put available online the historical 

newspapers and journals published in Finland between 1771 and 1929. This collection 

contains 7.61 million pages in Finnish and Swedish. The National Library’s Digital 

Collections are offered via the digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi web service, also known as 
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Digi. An open data package of the collection’s 1771–1910 part was released during 

the year 20161. 

Digi is part of the growing global network of digitized newspapers and journals, 

and historical newspapers are considered more and more as an important source of 

historical knowledge. As the amount of digitized journalistic information grows, also 

tools for harvesting the information are needed. Named Entity Recognition has be-

come one of the basic techniques for information extraction of texts since the mid-

1990s [1]. In its initial form NER was used to find and mark semantic entities like 

person, location and organization in texts to enable information extraction related to 

these kinds of entities. Later on other types of extractable entities, like time, artefact, 

event and measure/numerical, have been added to the repertoires of NER software [1–

2]. 

Our goal with the usage of NER is to provide the users of Digi better means for 

searching and browsing the newspapers and journals, i.e. new ways to structure, ac-

cess, and also enrich information. Different types of names, especially person names 

and names of locations are used frequently as search terms in different newspaper 

collections [3]. They can provide also browsing assistance to collections if the names 

are recognized and tagged in the newspaper data and put into the index [4]. Thus 

named entity annotation of newspaper text allows a more semantically-oriented ex-

ploration of the contents of a large archive. 

We have earlier reported NER results for 19th and early 20th century Finnish with 

different tools [5]. These tools were mostly rule-based tools for analysis of modern 

Finnish. None of them had advanced capability of handling 19th century Finnish. The 

best results we were able to achieve were F-scores of around 0.60. As we performed 

the evaluation with our heavily erroneous OCR data (with word recognition rate of 

about 73%), quite low scores were to be expected. Nevertheless, we gained invaluable 

experience in usage of NER and setting up an evaluation corpus. We became also 

much more familiar with our data. 

For this evaluation, however, we started from scratch. We had now available a 

500 000 word token OCRed and manually checked ground truth wordlist for our re-

OCR process [6–7]. This data contains our old OCR, manually corrected ground truth 

(GT), and Tesseract v. 3.04.01 OCR data. Out of the GT data we created a new evalu-

ation and training corpus for NER. The training data was tagged first manually and 

subsequent additions were made semi-manually (cf. section 2.4). As our primary NER 

tool we use a standard trainable statistical tagger, Stanford NER2 [8]. We show also 

results of a state-of-the-art LSTM-CRF NER engine of Lample et al. [9] for compari-

son. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our corpus, its 

tagging and principles of tagging. Section 3 discusses experiments and their results. 

Finally, Section 4 makes concluding remarks. 

1 Available from https://digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi/opendata/submit?set_language=en 
2 https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml 
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2 Corpus 

2.1 Text 

Our NER evaluation and training data set is based on our re-OCR ground truth data. 

This data consists of 479 pages of both journals and newspapers from time period 

1836–1918. Most of the data is from 1870 onwards, as the majority of publications in 

the collection is from 1870–1910 [10]. In the final GT data selection 56% of the pages 

are from journals and 44% from newspapers. Journal data has about 950 K of charac-

ters, newspaper data 3.06 M. The final ground truth text was corrected manually in 

two phases: first correction was performed by a subcontractor from output of ABBYY 

FineReader v.11 and the final correction was done in house at the National Library of 

Finland. The resulting GT is not errorless, but it is the best reference available [11]. 

Out of the OCR GT data we included a subset of 271 pages in our NE annotated 

data set, and for this we applied the following tokenization procedure. First, we dis-

carded all non-alphanumeric characters apart from the following: comma, period, 

exclamation mark, question mark, and colon. Subsequently, we assigned each remain-

ing punctuation character to its own token. For example, the following sentence frag-

ment Alennusmyynti Herra J. Olssonin puodissa! (‘Sale at the store of Mister J. Ols-

son’) would be tokenized as 

Alennusmyynti 

Herra 

J 

. 

Olssonin 

puodissa 

! 

As a result of tokenization, the complete set of 271 pages contains 459 578 tokens. 

2.2. Named Entities 

The set of named entity classes we use contains the three fundamental entity types, 

person (PER), location (LOC), and organization (ORG), collectively referred to as the 

enamex since the MUC-6 competition [2]. In what follows, we provide a structured 

list of these entities marked in the data. 

Location (LOC). Marked locations include: 

1. Cities, towns, villages, municipalities, provinces: e.g. Pori, Porin kaupunki,

Salon kauppala, Jämsän piiri, Peltomaan torppa, Hangon kylä, Anttolan

pitäjä, Suomenniemen kappeli

2. Farms, crofts: e.g. Häntälän rustholli, Jussilan tila, Hagan kuninkaankartano

3. Countries: e.g. Suomi, Kiina

4. Other geographical areas: e.g. Baltistan, Kasmir

5. Continents: e.g. Eurooppa, Aasia
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6. Seas, lakes: e.g. Itämeri, Päijänne  

7. Streets, roads: e.g. Aleksanterikatu, Kuopion-Hämeenlinnan maantie  

8. Islands, peninsulas: Alsen saari, Balkanin niemimaa 

9. Buildings: Puutarhakadun rukoushuone, Turun tuomiokirkko, Nikolain kirkko, 

Rauman kirkko, Ilomantsin pappila, Lehtisten kartano, Kakkaraisten puustelli  

10. Railroads, railway stations: e.g. Porin rata, Pietarin-Riihimäen rautatie, 

Karjaan asema  

Person (PER). Marked person names include: 

1. First names: e.g. Elias, Liisa  

2. Family names: e.g. Lönnrot, Ylitalo  

Organization (ORG). Marked organizations include: 

1. Societies, associations: e.g. Suomen evankelis-luterilainen 

pyhäkouluyhdistys, Pelastusarmeija, Airiston purjehdusseura, Wenäjän 

Palovakuutusseura  

2. Schools, academies, universities: e.g. Suomen yliopisto, Kodiksamin 

kansakoulu, Hämeenlinnan kutomakoulu  

3. Senates, parliaments, governments: e.g. Suomen keisarillinen senaatti, 

Englannin parlamentti, Venäjän hallitus  

4. Bureaus: e.g. Konginkankaan pastorinvirasto, Tuuloksen 

kirkkoherranvirasto, Heinolan kaupungin maistraatti, Hämeen läänin 

maakanslia, Raaseporin kihkakunnanoikeus, Turun hovioikeus, Kuopion 

raastuvanoikekus  

5. Armies, regiments, battalions: e.g. Ruotsin armeija, Porin rykmentti, 

Turun pataljoona  

6. Congregations, dioceses: e.g. Kuopion seurakunta, Kuopion hiippakunta 

7. Chapters: e.g. Turun tuomiokapituli, Porvoon hiippakunnan tuomiokapituli 

8. Judicial districts : e.g. Rannan tuomiokunta 

9. Storest, factories, inns, hotells, restaurants: e.g. O. Jalanderin kirjakauppa, 

Ruikan kestikievari, Bahnen puoti, Daalintehdas, Phoenix-hotelli, Phoenix-

ravintola  

10. Companies, enterprises: Kirkollinen kirja- ja paperikauppa O Y, Werner 

Söderström Osakeyhtiö, Turun Rautakalutehdas-yhtiö, Georg Segerstrålan 

Lakiasiain toimisto, Hämeen Sanomain kirjapaino  

11. Banks: e.g. Suomen pankki, Englannin pankki, Pohjoismaiden säästöpankki 

12. Newspapers and journals: e.g. Suomen Wiikkolehti, Pyhäkoululehti, Uusi 

Suometar  

 

2.3 Specifications on Annotation Description 

In the following, we address three special cases of annotation, namely, how we ad-

dressed abbreviations, multi-word entities, including overlapping (nested) entities, 

and the expression -niminen. 

Abbreviations. Abbreviated tokens are considered markable if they appear in a multi-

token entity with one or more non-abbreviated word token. For example, the follow-

ing person names are considered markable as a whole: E. Lönnrot, Elias L., Matti 
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Laurinp. Ylitalo. Meanwhile, the following are not considered marked: E. L., M. Lau-

rinp. Y.. Equivalently, we consider St. Louis markable, whereas e.g. N. Y. referring to 

the city New York would not be considered markable.  

Multi-Word Entities and Nesting. In general, marked entities can span multiple 

tokens, for example, consider Turun tuomiokirkko (‘Turku Cathedral’), Elias Lönnrot, 

and Suomen evankelis-luterilainen pyhäkouluyhdistys (‘the evangelical Lutheran Sun-

day school association of Finland’). As for multi-token entities, it is in general possi-

ble to employ either a nested (overlapping) or non-nested (non-overlapping) annota-

tion approach. In the nested case, an expression such as Suomen evankelis-luterilainen 

pyhäkouluyhdistys is marked as an organization while its subpart Suomen is marked 

as a location. In our annotation, we follow this nested annotation approach in cases of 

multi-token organizations, that is, in case a multi-token organization entity contains 

location or person entities, the latter are also considered markable. For example, con-

sider the previous example Suomen evankelis-luterilainen pyhäkouluyhdistys or O. 

Jalanderin kirjakauppa (‘bookstore of O. Jalander’) where the organization entity 

contains three tokens with the nested person entity O. Jalander.  

While the most well-known named entity corpora employ the non-nested approach 

[2, 12], this results in a loss of information [13–15]. Therefore, we adopt the nested 

approach described above because of the prominent number of location and person 

names included in the marked organization entities (of all marked organizations in the 

complete data, roughly 46% have a nested location name and 7% a nested person 

name). 

The Expression -niminen. Written Finnish uses occasionally expression -niminen 

(‘named or called’) which has the form NAME-niminen NOUN. For example, consid-

er Bogskär-nimiset kalliot (‘an outcrop called Bogskär’) or Butler-niminen mies (‘a 

man called Butler’). These cases are marked as a whole, that is, we consider Bogskär-

nimiset kalliot and Butler-niminen mies as a two-token location entity and a two-token 

person entity, respectively. 

 

2.4 The Annotation Process  

We first performed a preliminary annotation of 170 pages (248 544 tokens) which 

yielded the first version of the set of entities to be included (Section 2.2) and the rule 

set considering abbreviations and multi-word entities (Section 2.3). This work was 

performed by the first author. Subsequently, the set of entities and rules were refined 

during a discussion period between the first and second author, and the annotation 

was refined correspondingly. Finally, a second discussion and refinement iteration 

was performed, after which the annotation was considered converged. The complete 

process was performed during the course of eleven months: the preliminary annota-

tion phase took roughly six, the first refinement iteration roughly four, and the second 

refinement iteration roughly one month, respectively. While during this time both the 

primary and secondary author were employed full-time, full working hours were not 

assigned to the annotation project, but were divided among other project responsibili-

ties as well. In practice, the annotation was performed using a standard spreadsheet 
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software by assigning the tokenized text into the first column, the location and person 

annotation to the second, and the organization annotation to the third column. 

Subsequently, we trained a Stanford NER system using the 170 manually annotat-

ed pages, tagged the remaining 101 pages (211 034 tokens) using the resulting sys-

tem, and manually corrected the automatically annotated pages. The correction was 

again performed by the first author. This semi-manual annotation phase was consider-

ably faster compared to the completely manual phase, and took roughly a month. 

As the annotation was in effect performed by a single annotator, we tested the 

quality of the annotation description presented in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 as an annota-

tion guideline by enlisting an additional annotator and measuring inter-annotator 

agreement. The additional annotator annotated independently five uniformly sampled 

pages (5,341 tokens in total) from the GT data based on the annotation description. 

This gave us a second set of annotations for this portion of the data set which we then 

compared with the pre-existing manual annotation. The pre-existing annotation con-

tained 229 named entities in total (75 persons, 126 locations, and 28 organizations). 

To compare annotations, we used Cohen’s κ [16], a measure for inter-annotator 

agreement commonly applied in natural language processing [17]. For a more detailed 

description, see e.g. the inter-annotator experiment in [18]. For all entities (persons, 

locations, organizations), the agreement score is 0.80. This agreement can be consid-

ered strong [19] indicating that the annotation description in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 can 

be applied by an external annotator and that the annotations in the corpus are con-

sistent with the description. 

 

2.5 Annotation Statistics  

The complete data set consists of 170 manually annotated pages (248 544 tokens) and 

101 semi-manually annotated pages (211 034 tokens). The counts of each named 

entity class in these sections are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Counts and relative portions of named entity classes.  

Manual annotation Count % 

PER 5 102 48.88 

LOC 6 285 39.68 

ORG 1 471 11.44 

Total 12 858 100.0 

Semi-manual annotation   

PER 5 355 50.85 

LOC 6 981 39.00 

ORG 1 394 10.15 

Total 13 730 100.0 

 

In total there are 10 457 entities of person (39.33%), 13 266 entities of location 

(49.89%) and 2 865 entities of organization (10.78%) in the resulting data set. 

 

2.6 Gazetteers  

In addition to the prepared named entity annotation, our corpus is accompanied with 

three gazetteers which map words into semantically motivated categories. We com-

piled two of the gazetteers, person names and locations, by combining different open 

source word lists. E.g. the following sources for person names were used: 

 

• family names from the Institute of Languages of Finland3, Wiktionary page4, Gene-

alogia.fi5 

• first names of men and women from Wikipedia page6, 7.  

 

Also other lists mentioned in Wikipedia of name lists8 were used; especially old 

first names that do not belong to current name calendar were harvested. The resulting 

name list is a combination of the different lists, from which multiple occurrences of 

the same name were sorted out.  

 
3 http://kaino.kotus.fi/sukunimientaivutus/index.php?s=hakemisto 
4 https://fi.wiktionary.org/wiki/Luokka:Suomen_kielen_sukunimet 
5 http://www.genealogia.fi/nimet/nimi62s.htm 
6https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luettelo_suomalaisen_nimip%C3%A4iv%C3%A4kalenterin_nai

sten_nimist%C3%A4 
7http://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luettelo_suomalaisen_nimip%C3%A4iv%C3%A4kalenterin_mies

ten_nimist%C3%A4 
8 https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Luettelo_etunimiluetteloista 
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Our gazetteer of person names contains about 456 700 entries. About 18 600 of them 

are names in base form, the rest are automatically generated most important twelve 

inflected case forms of the names formed with a noun form generator FCG_12 de-

scribed in [20]9. Inflected forms were included in the gazetteers to take care of the 

variation of word forms in the texts of Finnish, which is a highly inflectional lan-

guage. We used generation of inflected forms for the gazetteer rather than lemmatiz-

ing of the target texts because lemmatization or part-of-speech tagging of the OCR 

text itself would have been more error prone. 

Names of locations were gathered mainly from the following sources: 

• names of countries from the Institute of Languages of Finland10

• names of municipalities from Wikipedia11, names of former municipalities12,

names of cities in Finland13, Swedish names in Finland14

• other geographical names from data of The National Land Survey of Fin-

land15

Our gazetteer of locations contains about 333 670 entries. About 20 000 of them 

are names in base form, the rest are automatically generated most important inflected 

forms of the names.  

As our organization name gazetteer we used the name list of Finnish organizational 

names in the Finto ontology16, as names of organizations are not available in any oth-

er source publicly. Finto contains 43 355 concepts and the entries in the list were used 

as such. 

3 Experiments 

This section presents experimental results on the corpus employing the Stanford 

Named Entity Recognizer toolkit [8] and the LSTM-CRF model presented by Lample 

et al. [9]. In what follows, we will first describe the utilized training and evaluation 

set splits in Section 3.1. We then describe the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer and 

LSTM-CRF in Sections 3.2. The employed evaluation measures are described in Sec-

tion 3.3. In section 3.4, we present and discuss the obtained results. Section 3.5 dis-

cusses the errors in performance of Stanford NER. 

3.1 Data 

As presented in Section 2.5, the complete corpus consists of 271 pages (459 578 to-

kens). In order to carry out the experiments, we separated the data into three non-

9 The twelve different forms are the most frequent inflected forms of Finnish nouns in texts 

based on textual statistics. 
10 http://kaino.kotus.fi/maidennimet/index.php?s=hakemisto&h=fi 
11 https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luettelo_Suomen_kunnista 
12 http://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luettelo_Suomen_entisist%C3%A4_kunnista 
13 http://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luettelo_Suomen_kaupungeista 
14 http://kaino.kotus.fi/svenskaortnamn/ 
15 http://www.maanmittauslaitos.fi/en/e-services/open-data-file-download-service 
16 https://finto.fi/cn/en/ 
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overlapping sections, namely, training, and development and evaluation sets. In the 

training set, we included 136 manually annotated pages and 84 semi-manually anno-

tated pages. The remaining 17 semi-manually annotated pages were assigned to the 

development set. The evaluation set consists of the remaining 34 manually annotated 

pages. The resulting training, development, and evaluation sections, therefore, contain 

220, 17, and 34 pages (351 859, 29 596, and, 67 223 tokens), respectively.  

Finally, we created a second version of the evaluation pages, in which the text has 

been produced by an automatic OCR system instead of manually recognized and the 

NE annotation is manually verified to take into account the errors introduced by the 

OCR system. Specifically, we employ the 50% rule, i.e., we remove NE annotation 

from tokens with more than 50% character errors [21].  

 

3.2 Stanford Named Entity Recognizer  

The Stanford Named Entity Recognizer17 is a freely available established NER toolkit 

based on machine learning methodology. Given an annotated training data set and a 

feature extraction scheme specification, the toolkit can be employed to learn new 

NER models. Specifically, the toolkit contains an implementation of an arbitrary or-

der conditional random field (CRF) model [8, 22].  

Stanford NER has been used so far successfully in many NER evaluations, and 

primarily with English (e.g. [23]). Results for other languages exist, too. These in-

clude e.g. Chinese [23], Dutch, French and German [24]. Importantly, named entity 

recognition with the Stanford NER tool has been reported in the Europeana historical 

newspaper project, and the results have been good [4, 24]. Standford NER’s perfor-

mance with low quality OCR data has been evaluated e.g. in Rodriquez et al. [25]. 

They compare four available NER tools with OCRed data of The European Holocaust 

Research Infrastructure’s transcripts. Stanford NER achieves best results in the com-

parison in general. 

We employed the package in an out-of-the-box manner using the sample feature 

set presented in the “1. How can I train my own NER model?” section of the Stanford 

NER CRF FAQ page18. The feature set includes tag context, word context, and fea-

tures describing word orthography. In addition, we employ the gazetteers described in 

Section 2.6. Our preliminary experimentation with expanded feature settings showed 

no consistent improvement in accuracy. The learning method (stochastic gradient 

descent) terminates when the average improvement in the objective function decreas-

es below a set threshold (as opposed to an early stopping criterion based on the model 

accuracy on the separate development set). Therefore, the combined training and de-

velopment set of 237 pages (381 356 tokens) is employed in the model training. 

The Stanford system can incorporate part-of-speech tags and lemmas provided by 

an external toolkit as a feature. We experimented using the morphological tagger and 

lemmatizer at our disposal, the FinnPos system [26]. However, the quality of the 

analysis was not sufficiently high. The main reason for this is that the FinnPos system 

 
17 Available at http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml 
18 https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/crf-faq.shtml 
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is designed for modern Finnish. In addition, the analysis is further hindered by the 

OCR errors. 

Given the nested annotation described in Section 2.3.2, we perform the model 

training and predictions on evaluation set in two stages. First, we learn a model for 

location and person name classes simultaneously. We then learn a second pipeline 

model for organizations, in which the location and person tags (gold standard during 

training and model predictions during testing) are given as features to the model. The 

Stanford package's interface provides a simple mean to accomplish this. We found 

that the use of the pipeline resulted in an improvement of around 3-4% in F-score of 

organizations.  

 

3.3 LSTM-CRF 

The Stanford NER system has the benefit of being able to perform well in an out-of-

the-box usage scenario and being capable of incorporating gazetteers. However, it 

should be noted that the current state of the art in NER and in NLP in general is yield-

ed by utilizing deep learning methodology [27]. In particular, we refer to the LSTM-

CRF model presented by Lample et al. [9] which was shown to yield state-of-the-art 

accuracy for multiple languages (English, Dutch, German, Spanish) on standard NER 

data sets. The LSTM-CRF model is a bidirectional LSTM network with a sequential 

conditional random field layer above it. This approach differs from the Stanford mod-

el in two important respectives. First, instead of manually designed specific ortho-

graphic features, the model learns character-based representations of words [28] from 

training data. Second, instead of external hand-crafted gazetteers, the model utilizes 

pre-trained word embeddings [29] learned from an external unannotated corpus to 

capture distributional properties of words. We utilize a freely available implementa-

tion of the system used in the experiments of Lample et al. [9].19 

Ideally, we would learn the word embeddings utilized by the LSTM-CRF model 

from the Digi collection in order to achieve maximal vocabulary coverage. However, 

the quality of OCR text is currently not sufficiently high. Therefore, we instead utilize 

the pre-trained word embeddings provided by the Finnish Internet Parsebank pro-

ject20. These embeddings are learned from the Finnish Internet Parsebank containing 

1.5 billion tokens (116 million sentences) using the word2vec software [30]. Roughly 

59% of the word forms in the training set were found in these embeddings and were 

used to initialize the word embeddings of the model. The embeddings of word forms 

which do not have pretrained embeddings receive random initializations. On the de-

velopment set, we found that using the embeddings results in an increased conver-

gence speed as well as increase in the model accuracy by roughly up to 5%. 

The preprocessing steps of the corpus described in Section 2.1 included tokeniza-

tion but not sentence segmentation. Sentence segmentation was not performed by 

default because the Stanford NER system used during the corpus development is not 

sensitive to the length of “sentence” segments (in this case, a single “sentence” con-

sists of all tokens on a single page). However, during actual experimentation present-

 
19 https://github.com/glample/tagger 
20 http://bionlp-www.utu.fi/fin-vector-space-models/fin-word2vec.bin 
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ed in this section it turned out that the LSTM-CRF implementation of Lample et al. 

[9] is sensitive, so that its learning is completely prohibited by too long “sentences”. 

Therefore, in order to enable the use of the LSTM-CRF model, we first tried to seg-

ment the corpus into sentences using the Apache OpenNLP21 library and the sentence 

segmentation model employed in the development of the Turku Dependency Tree-

bank [31]. However, this model did not perform sufficiently well due to the abundant 

usage of abbreviations in the historical text. Specifically, roughly 57 per cent of multi-

token person names (31 per cent of all person names) in the corpus contain an abbre-

viated token (e.g. E. Lönnrot, W.G.F. Lundgren, Timo Laurinp. Peltonen, etc.). More-

over, the difficulty of deciding if a period marks an abbreviation or the end of a sen-

tence becomes more pronounced in the presence of OCR errors. In consequence, we 

decided to employ the following simple segmentation heuristic instead: we segment 

text 1) at each exclamation point, question mark, and colon (since these characters 

were never contained in any named entity) and 2) at any position where the current 

segment would exceed 100 tokens. This approach provides us sufficiently short “sen-

tence” segments to enable use of the LSTM-CRF model while yielding a tolerably 

small probability of segmenting a multi-token named entity, thus, immediately intro-

ducing a named entity recognition error. 

 Given the segmented data sets and the word embeddings from the Finnish Internet 

Parsebank project, we employ the LSTM-CRF model in an out-of-the-box manner 

using the default parameter settings. The LSTM-CRF implementation evaluates the 

model accuracy on the development set after each pass over the training data. We 

learn two separate models for locations and persons, and organizations, respectively. 

The out-of-the-box implementation runs the training for 100 passes over the training 

data, after which we apply the parameter settings yielding best performance on devel-

opment set to the test set. 

Finally, there has recently been a renewed interest in developing NER models for 

specifically the nested annotation case using neural network models [32–35]. Howev-

er, implementations of these approaches are not generally available. Therefore, we 

opted for the work of Lample et al. [9] as their implementation worked well in our 

preliminary experiments with little to no additional work. 

 

3.4 Evaluation Measures 

We evaluate the systems using the standard measures of precision (the number of 

correctly recognized entities divided by the number of all recognized entities), recall 

(the number of correctly recognized entities divided by the number of all annotated 

entities in data), and F1-score (the harmonic mean of precision and recall) [36]. 

 

3.5 Results 

Results of the Stanford NER system. Obtained results on the ground truth evalua-

tion set using the Stanford NER are presented in Table 2. The system yielded an 

 
21 https://opennlp.apache.org/index.html 
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overall F1-score of 0.8200 with precision and recall scores of 0.8696 and 0.7758, 

respectively.  

Table 2. Precision, recall, and F-scores for each named entity class on the ground truth evalua-

tion set. 

Class Precision Recall F1 

Found 

entities 

Entities in the gold 

standard 

LOC 0.8872 0.8566 0.8716 1764 1826 

PER 0.8408 0.7801 0.8093 1118 1205 

ORG 0.8740 0.4536 0.5972 246 473 

Totals 0.8696 0.7758 0.8200 3128 3504 

 

These values, however, are overly optimistic since in a real use case the recogni-

tion has to be performed on a lower quality OCRed text. Therefore, we will next dis-

cuss results obtained in this scenario. We begin by noting that some NEs can be lost 

due to the OCR process itself due to tokens contained in NEs being not recognized 

properly. This leads to a reduction in recall of NEs since no NER system can recover 

these lost entities.  

Table 3. shows the final NER performance taking into account both errors yielded 

by the OCR process and the Stanford NER system. 

Table 3. Precision, recall, and F-scores for each named entity class on the OCR evaluation set. 

Class Precision Recall F1 

Found 

entities 

Entities in the gold 

standard 

LOC 0.8527 0.7322 0.7879 1485 1826 

PER 0.7856 0.6631 0.7192 1017 1205 

ORG 0.8012 0.2896 0.4255 171 473 

Totals 0.8247 0.6487 0.7262 2756 3504 

 

The system yielded an overall F1-score of 0.726 with precision and recall scores of 

0.825 and 0.649, respectively. Locations and persons achieve a F1 score of, 0.788 and 

0.726, respectively. Result of organizations is only 0.43, which is low. 

 

Results of LSTM-CRF. Results of the LSTM-CRF for GT data are shown in Table 4 

and results of the OCR data in Table 5. 
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Table 4. Precision, recall, and F-scores for each named entity class on the ground truth evalua-

tion set with the LSTM-CRF model. 

Class Precision Recall F1 

Found 

entities 

Entities in the 

gold standard 

LOC 0.8918 0.8202 0.8545 1682 1826 

PER 0.8653 0.7938 0.8280 1115 1205 

ORG 0.7937 0.5404 0.6430 326 473 

Totals 0.8719 0.7731 0.8196 3123 3504 

Table 5. Precision, recall, and F-scores for each named entity class on the OCR evaluation set 

with the LSTM-CRF model. 

Class Precision Recall F1 

Found 

entities 

Entities in the gold 

standard 

LOC 0.8598 0.6884 0.7646 1471 1826 

PER 0.8212 0.6822 0.7452 1022 1205 

ORG 0.6816 0.3214 0.4368 227 473 

Totals 0.8309 0.6450 0.7262 2720 3504 

Results overall. Overall, the Stanford NER system and the LSTM- CRF model yield 

very similar F-scores between 0.70 and 0.80 in the OCR data. Stanford is slightly 

better in locations and Lample in persons, but the differences are small and rather 

meaningless from a practical point of view, 2–3% units. Results are consistent in both 

GT and OCR data. As for organizations, both systems perform badly, achieving only 

F-scores of 0.43–0.44 with the OCR data.

3.6 Error analysis of Stanford NER results 

To be able to pinpoint some of the problems of our data for the NE taggers, we per-

formed error analysis of the output of the Stanford tagger. Ehrmann et al. [37] suggest 

that application of NE tools on historical texts faces three challenges: i) noisy input 

texts, ii) lack of coverage in linguistic resources, and iii) dynamics of language. Lack 

of coverage in linguistic resources can be e.g. be missing old names in the lexicons of 

the NER tools. With dynamics of language Ehrmann et al. refer to different rules and 

conventions for the use of written language in different times. In this respect late 19 th 

and early 20th century Finnish is not that different from current Finnish, but obviously 

also this can affect the results. 

In our earlier NER evaluation [5] especially Ehrman’s first point, noisy input, was 

the obvious reason for low performance of evaluated NER tools. Now that we have 
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available a good quality ground truth evaluation collection along with a lower quality 

re-OCRed version of the same data, we can see more clearly effects of OCR quality 

on the results. With the GT data performance of persons and locations can now be 

considered good. As was shown in Tables 2 and 3, our new improved OCR quality 

impairs results with 9–10% units when compared to GT data NER. With locations 

and persons this result is now anyhow acceptable and useful. Results of organizations 

are still far from even good enough. 

We have used gazetteers, i.e. extra linguistic resources, with Stanford NER. Their 

impact on the results is, however, not straightforward. As we stated in section 2.6, 

especially the compiled gazetteers of location and person names are very comprehen-

sive. We evaluated their effect on the results of tagging in different phases of cumu-

lating training data with our earlier NER evaluation data of 75 000 tokens [5]. When 

we had relatively little training data for the Stanford NER model, about 50–60 000 

tokens, it seemed that the gazetteers had an impact of about +5% units with locations 

and persons. However, in the final evaluation with our current NER evaluation data, 

the effect of gazetteers on the result is very small, maximally about 2% units. Stan-

ford NER’s documentation does not make it possible to analyze impact of gazetteers 

on the tagging in detail, but in our data their impact seems to be quite minimal. 

As organizations are performing worst, we tried to improve their performance by 

adding a name list of 3000+ historical Finnish limited liability companies of the time 

period 1865–1912 obtained from a web page containing historical stock exchange 

information, Pörssitieto.22 Addition of these names did not improve performance 

probably because names of organizations in our data are mostly other entities than 

limited liability companies. 

Reason for bad performance of organizations is not completely clear to us. Bad 

performance with organizations was also one of the findings in our earlier NER eval-

uation [5] with all evaluated taggers. It is possible that class ORG as we have defined 

it is too broad a category to be found well. Organizations are also much scarcer in the 

training data compared to locations and persons: only about 11% of the training data 

entities are marked as an organization. The used gazetteer of organizations is not op-

timal, either. Even a short overview of the Finto ontology shows that the resulting list 

is very heterogeneous and contains very different types of organizations. It has been 

compiled from the names of publishers and target audiences of Finnish publications in 

the National bibliography of Finland.  

We performed also detailed error analysis on results of locations and persons in GT 

and OCR evaluation data to pinpoint problems of our data and Stanford NER’s per-

formance in it. We found 857 misclassifications in the results of locations and persons 

in the GT evaluation data. In OCR evaluation data there were 1016 errors. Error clas-

ses and their counts are shown in Table 6. 

 
22 https://www.porssitieto.fi/yhtiot/ 
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Table 6. Amounts of errors in the tagged data. 

Error Amount in the GT 

data 

Amount in the 

OCR data  

PER missed 241  252  

LOC missed 224  204  

NULL marked as PER 114  212  

NULL marked as LOC 106  162  

LOC marked as PER 58  76  

PER marked as LOC 40  46  

Confused beginnings and endings 

of PER 

65 61 

Confused beginnings and endings 

of LOC 

9 3 

 857 1016 

 

As the four first content rows in the table show, about 80% of the errors in both data 

are either missing entity tags or marked entities in case, where there should be none. 

Missed persons and locations are most common, and cover about 54% of the errors in 

the GT data and about 44% in the OCR data. Marking of nonexistent persons and 

locations is more frequent with OCRed output. 

Common possible causes for errors are the following: 

• spelling variants of words (variant/common): Itaalia/Italia, Buda-

Pestiä/Budapestiä, Amsterdami/Amsterdam, Tukholmi/Tukholma, Kiöpen-

hawni/Köpenhamina, Kalefornia/Kalifornia 

• spelling errors or erroneous OCR (Vulgarian pro Bulgarian, Insbuckissä pro 

Innsbruckissa, seppo pro Seppo) 

• foreign names that are rare: Cassagnac, Buchhoz, Henszelman, Bergamasco 

etc.  

• broken lines (e.g. Hel- sinki broken to two separate lines due to hyphenation) 

 

In general, the orthography and morphology of words provide strong cues to the 

NER system regarding the “nameness” of tokens: for example, consider capitalization 

and the suffix -nen commonly present in Finnish surnames. Therefore, we would 

expect spelling and OCR errors to hamper the recognition performance. 

Indeed, this effect can be seen, for example, by analyzing correctly and incorrectly 

marked words with a morphological analyzer. In a set of correctly tagged person 

names of the GT data, 89% of the names are recognized by a morphological analyzer. 

In a set of wrongly tagged person names, 55% of the names are recognized. In the set 
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of correctly tagged location names, 93% of the names are recognized by a morpholog-

ical analyzer. With wrongly tagged location names 67% of the names are recognized. 

The effect of different errors or orthographical variants on tagging is thus clear, as it 

was in Kettunen et al. [5], where tagging was usually based on morphological analysis 

of words.  

One case of errors, persons marked as locations or vice versa due to ambiguity of 

names, occurs surprisingly infrequently. Many Finnish surnames can be also names of 

locations, either names of municipalities, villages or houses. Surprisingly these kinds 

of errors are quite rare in the data with Finnish names; it appears that the information 

provided by the context is sufficient to disambiguate between the location and person 

senses. A few of them, like Haapala, Ylitalo and Suonio, are confused, but most er-

rors of this kind occur with foreign last and first names. 

4 Conclusions  

We have reported in this paper usage of two standard statistical NER tools, Stanford 

NER and LSTM-CRF model, for annotation of OCRed Finnish historical newspaper 

and journal data. We have created an evaluation collection of 67 223 tokens and 

trained the NER systems with manually and semi-manually tagged data of 381 356 

tokens. The results we achieve are mostly good. Using the Stanford NER system, we 

obtained F-scores of 0.79 and 0.72 for locations and persons respectively on our re-

OCRed output. Meanwhile, for organizations the system yielded an F-score of only 

0.43. Using the LSTM-CRF, we obtained F-scores of 0.76 and 0.75, respectively, on 

the re-OCRed data. For organizations, the model yielded an F-score of 0.44. 

Our results show now clearly, what we predicted after our earlier experiments: im-

proved OCR quality data will also improve NER results (Kettunen et al., 2017). We 

have now available OCR data out of which about 90% of the words are recognized by 

a morphological recognizer; in the old data the percentage is 81% and it was even 

lower in Kettunen et al [5], about 73%. We now consider the NER performance of 

locations and persons to be of sufficient quality to be used in our online journalistic 

collection Digi. This result is in accordance with most of the results in NER of histor-

ical or OCRed data. NER experiments with OCRed data in other languages show 

usually improvement of NER when the quality of the OCRed data has been improved 

from very poor to somehow better (see e.g. [21, 38–39]). Miller et al. [39] show that 

rate of achieved NER performance of a statistical trainable tagger degraded linearly as 

a function of word error rates. On the other hand, results of Rodriquez et al. [25] show 

that manual correction of OCRed material that has 88–92 % word accuracy does not 

increase performance of four different NER tools significantly. 

Finally, a note about usage of Named Entity Recognition is in order. Named Entity 

Recognition is a tool that needs to be used to some useful purpose. We have now 

acceptable recognition rate for locations and persons, and we need to decide, how we 

are going to use extracted names in Digi. In our case extraction of person and place 

names is primarily a tool for improving access to the Digi collection.  
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Some exemplary suggestions of NER usage are provided by archive of Italian 

newspaper La Stampa23 that covers years 1867–2005 of the newspaper and Australian 

Trove Names [40]. La Stampa style usage of names provides informational filters 

after a basic search has been conducted. User can further look for persons, locations 

and organizations mentioned in the article results. This kind of approach enhances 

browsing access to the collection: users can “wander around” in the collection and 

perhaps find things that they were not searching for in the first place [41–42]. Trove 

Names’ name search takes the opposite approach: user searches first for names and 

then gets articles where the names occur. We believe that the La Stampa style of us-

age of names in the GUI of a newspaper collection is more informative and useful for 

users, as the Trove style can be achieved with the normal search function in the GUI 

of a newspaper collection.  

Stanford NER performs so far only basic recognition and classification of names, 

which is the first stage in named entity analysis [43]. To be of more general practical 

use names would need both intra document reference entity linking as well as multi-

ple document reference entity linking [43–44]. We intend to explore this work in the 

future. One more possible use for NER is usage with tagging and classification of 

images published in the newspapers. Most of the images (photos, illustrations, graphs 

etc.) have short title texts. It seems that many of the images represent locations and 

persons, with names of the objects mentioned in the image title. As image recognition 

and classifying of low quality print images may not be very feasible, image texts may 

help in classifying at least a reasonable part of the images.  
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